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In 1973 David Howison announced to his then 17-year-old 
son Mark that they were going to walk around Australia to 
raise money in order to build a wildlife sanctuary to protect 
kangaroos.

Once he got over his initial shock, Mark was up for the 
adventure. Thanks to the local Kangaroo Protection 
Society they were kitted out in boots, hats and sunscreen 
and given a sponsorship with Hanimax cameras. After 
leaving Sydney with a huge farewell from a Scottish 
Highlander band, thousands of people and many 
media interviews, it was just Mark, his dad, and their 
dog Wendy on the road. The fourth member of their 
team was a large cart carrying their belongings which they 
pulled behind them.

Anticipating a hero’s welcome and free hospitality 
at every town, the pair soon discover that not only are 
they left to fend for themselves but that, in the bush, the 
bloody kangaroos don’t need saving and on many 
occasions angry farmers reminded them of this fact by 
firing bullets over their heads. Dirt roads, wild-driving 
semi trailers, feral pigs, crocodiles, snakes, rogue RSPCA 
officers and, eventually lack of food and, even more 
importantly to David, cigarettes, turn this inspiring quest 
into one of survival. 

To make matters worse, halfway through the trip, 
not only have the locals turned against them, Mark and 
David begin to become heartily sick of each other. And 
that is when the fun really begins...

Frequently hilarious and written by a master 
storyteller with a very ‘Australian’ turn of phrase, this is 
warmhearted, entertaining read, full of flashbacks to a 
simpler time and a testament to the love that can exist 
between fathers and sons.
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MARKETING AND PUBLICITY

• Local author, Sydney based.

• Early readers available.

• Extremely funny and unique story,
written using a lot of old  ‘Aussie’
expressions.

• Will appeal to fans of nostagia
(1970s), as well as comic writing in
the style of Don’t Tell Mum I Work on
the Oil Rigs...

• Author planning to travel around
Australia, using the same route,
selling books. (COVID allowing)

• Story attracted lots of media attention
at the time, author interviewed by
radio stations accross the country.

• Targeting regional bookshops and
towns where the story takes place.

• Confirmed media appearances
include Dailymail.co.uk.,Take That
Magazine

• Targetd media  includes:
Conversations ABC Radio,
Afternoons with James Valentine,
Sunday Life magazine

MARK HOWISON

The road travelled was only 
half the jouney...



Extract from 13 Pairs of Boots ...
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Mark was born the eldest of five children in Bathurst, NSW.  
As a family they travelled around a lot, mainly to avoid debt 
collectors or to follow their father’s latest gambit to make 
money. During his teens and early twenties Mark played 
rugby league and participated in boxing. After his journey 
with his father around Australia, Mark worked as a painter 
and decorator, and later in sales adminstration. This is his 
first book.

Here I was stuck up a tree, about 20 feet off the ground, with an apparent madman slowly circling 
around the trunk below. Why was I up here? What had I done? A few minutes before it had been sim-
ply me and Dad walking across the Nullabor and all I had said to the old man was, ‘Maybe it would 
be a good time for you to give up the fags.’ This was not meant as anything other than a desire to make 
conversation, but the old man just exploded.

‘Give up smokes, yeah why not? I have given up every bloody thing else. I’ve given up rooting, I’ve 
given up bathing, I’ve given up drinking …  I’ve even given up living and now you want me to give 
up smoking!’

Well, as I thought this was just Dad being Dad, the bloke with all the gags and the quick wit,  I 
once more offered my opinion. 

‘All I’m saying is that it’s been three days since you had your last smoke and if you gave up, you 
wouldn’t have to send me into town anymore to buy them anymore.’

‘Look!’ Dad screamed, with a glint of madness in his eyes. ‘I could no sooner give up cigarettes, 
than you could give up wanking, so I’m gunna give you three choices: pull a packet of smokes out of 
your arse, get up that fucking tree there or bloody well fight me.’

Now Dad had never been violent and I can’t ever recall him striking anybody in anger. Sure there 
had been the childhood threats of the belt and sometimes even a couple of whacks across the backside, 
but this was a demonstration of real fury...

It was about nine months before the big walk that Dad started taking up with a really strange crew 
called the Save the Kangaroo Society (KPC). They had meeting rooms under the Australian Museum, 
which was opposite Hyde Park in Sydney. The head of the committee was a woman called Marjorie 
Wilson, who carried herself with great dignity and was very proud of the fact she had once won a 
contest for ‘Miss Lovely Legs’. A strong woman, she reminded me a lot of my nanna who came from 
German stock: very loving, but firm. Dad would sometimes take me with him to meetings and I 
would sit there being bored shitless. The members seemed to me to be a collection of real oddballs, 
so I would usually just fart around outside or over in Hyde Park, waiting for Dad to finish. That was, 
until one night when I heard Marjorie say, ‘Let’s please turn our discussion to David and Mark’s walk 
around Australia.’ 

My bloody what? I thought in startled surprise, and sat there in silence listening to how my life was 
going to change forever and no bastard had bothered to tell me. Planning was obviously at an ad-
vanced stage because they were talking about which sponsors were ‘on board’ and which other spon-
sors they were still talking with. They also discussed Dad’s plans for building a cart and how the end 
goal was to build an animal sanctuary. I was flabbergasted that I hadn’t heard about this plan before. 
As soon as we left the meeting that night, I asked Dad, ‘What the hell is going on?’ 
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